We provide a direct proof for the positivity of Chen-Nester-Tung quasi-local energy with analytic reference in spherical symmetry . A hoop-type theorem for this energy is also established. Finally, the relation between Chen-Nester-Tung and Brown-York quasi-local energies will be discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In general relativity, at any point, one can always choose the coordinates so that the metric is the Minkowski metric with all first order derivatives vanishing. It is widely believed that the concept of the local energy density of a gravitational field is ill-defined and any attempt to localize the energy density must need a particular gauge. Nevertheless, a more modern idea, called 'quasi-local', arises and a good quasi-local energy has been long sought-after. These objects are defined associated with a local density but rather with a closed 2-surface in a spacetime and one indeed tries to quantify the total energy inside the surface. There are many candidates for quasi-local energies among which each has certain desirable characteristics. A comprehensive survey is given by Szabados in [1] .
One particular formalism was developed by ChenNester-Tung's group [2] . This approach is applicable to a large class of geometric gravity theories and we will call this quantity the Chen-Nester-Tung quasi-local energy. Here let us briefly introduce their framework. Let N be a spacetime displacement vector field. The Hamiltonian 3-form has the general form
where the 3-form N µ H µ is proportional to the field equation and thus vanishes 'on shell'. Therefore , the Hamiltonian associated with a spatial region Ω is determined by the total differential boundary term,
Note that it depends only on the field value on the boundary Σ = ∂Ω and this value is indeed quasi-local. One also introduces certain reference values which represent the ground state, i.e. the state having vanishing * Electronic address: fei@ntnu.edu.tw † Electronic address: nqxie@fudan.edu.cn quasi-local quantities. For any quantity α, we letᾱ be the reference value. The Chen-Nester-Tung boundary expression will contain terms of the form ∆α = α −ᾱ.
For Einstein's general relativity, the Chen-Nester-Tung preferred covariant-symplectic boundary term had been identified [2] :
where η αβ = * (ϑ α ∧ϑ β ), Γ α β is the connection 1-form, i N is the interior product with the vector field N. This was also found at the same time by Katz, Bičák and LyndenBell by a Noether argument [3] .
We are particularly interested in the spherical isotropic coordinates in which the physical spacetime metric has the form
where N and Φ are assumed to be functions of the general time and radial coordinates t and r. We make the choice of the reference by the analytic approach [4] . Let the reference be the flat Minkowski spacetime analytically, i.e. just taking N ≡ 1 and Φ ≡ 1. Thus, the quasi-local quantity has vanishing value for this reference. We choose the 2-surface Σ to be a round sphere in a time slice, i.e. Σ = {t = t 0 , r = r 0 }.
Liu-Chen-Nester showed that [4, Eqn. (A.17) ]
if we take
Here, ′ denotes taking the derivative with respect to r.
II. POSITIVITY OF ECNT(Σ, e ⊥ )
We show that, in spherical symmetry, Chen-NesterTung quasi-local energy is nonnegative with analytic reference.
The induced 3-metric of time slice {t = t 0 } reads
which is conformally flat.
It is well-known in conformal geometry that
Thus, the condition S(g (3) ) ≥ 0 implies that: for any r 0 > 0,
Now we are trying to prove that for any r 0 ,
Since Φ ′ = 2uu ′ , it suffices to prove that u ′ (r 0 ) ≤ 0. By Newton-Leibniz formula,
The last inequality comes from (8) . One has r 0 u ′ (r 0 ) ≤ u(0) − u(r 0 ) and finally we only need to show that u(0) − u(r 0 ) ≤ 0 for any r 0 . Consider u as a smooth function on [0, r 0 ]. The strong maximum principle in [5, Theorem 3.5] guarantees that the point where u achieves its minimum must not be in the interior of (0, r 0 ). If it achieves its minimum at 0, then by definition u(0) − u(r 0 ) ≤ 0. If it achieves its minimum at r 0 , then
This is what we need. Remark: The proof here is essentially a quasi-local version of Malec -Ó Murchadha inequality [6, Eqn. (11) ]. Their result is working on the asymptotically flat manifolds while ours does not need the asymptotically flat condition near infinity. The proof here also reveals the spirit of Malec -Ó Murchadha.
III. A HOOP-TYPE THEOREM
If the energy is concentrated enough into a small region, gravitational collapse will happen. Thorne discussed this issue by focusing on the boundary geometry of the 2-surface. He proposed a hoop conjecture [7] which states:
Horizons form when and only when a mass M gets compacted into a region whose circumference in EVERY direction satisfies C 4πM .
He deliberately avoids defining either the 'circumference' or the mass. In spherical symmetry, it is reasonable to take C = 2πR where R is the areal radius.
Recently,Ó Murchadha-Tung-Xie-Malec established a hoop-type theorem for the Brown-York quasi-local energy in spherical symmetry [8] . The spacetime is assumed to have a regular center and no past singularity. They show that if C < 2πE BY , then the surface must be trapped. Instead of being 4π, the coefficient 2π here can be traced back to the fact that Thorn was considering something of the order of the Schwarzschild mass.
We also have the following hoop type theorem for Chen-Nester-Tung quasi-local energy:
Theorem: If C < 2πE CNT (Σ, e ⊥ ), then Σ is a trapped surface.
Proof: By definition, the areal radius R is rΦ(r). The condition C < 2πE CNT (Σ, e ⊥ ) implies that Φ + rΦ ′ < 0. The unit normal of Σ in time slice is
By a nice formula
and is strictly negative. Assuming spherical symmetry, the time-like expansion p is a constant on the sphere. Let the null expansions be
And if p is zero, then both µ and ρ are negative. If µ < 0, we know that there must be a past singularity. This is the possibility that we exclude. Therefore, we must have ρ < 0 and µ > 0. This turns out to be the original definition of a trapped surface by Penrose [9] .
IV. THE RELATION BETWEEN CHEN-NESTER-TUNG AND BROWN-YORK
Recall that here we take the so-called analytic reference just by assigning N ≡ 1 and Φ ≡ 1 so that the ambient spacetime becomes Minkowski.
However, there is also another way to take the reference spacetime to be Minkowski by isometric embedding. This is what Brown-York did [10] .
Suppose that Σ has positive Gauss curvature, then by Weyl theorem, Σ can be isometrically embedded into R 3 , and R 3 naturally lies in R 3,1 with vanishing extrinsic curvature.
The Brown-York quasi-local energy is then defined as
where k and k 0 are the mean curvature of Σ in the physical and reference space respectively. It should be noticed that in the analytic approach here, the induced 2-metrics on Σ are not isometric. However, the Chen-Nester-Tung quasi-local energy does coincide with the Brown-York value. The quasi-local quantity was calculated in Schwarzschild and it gave the standard values. For instance, it recovers the Brown-York value [4, Eqn. (A.20) ]
Here we show that not only for Schwarzschild, E CNT (Σ, e ⊥ ) indeed recovers E BY (Σ) in spherical symmetry with e ⊥ = 1 N ∂ ∂t . The proof is straightforward. We isometrically embed Σ = {t = t 0 , r = r 0 } into R 3 . The mean curvature of the image in R 3 is
Then
One has
This observation is not so obviously to find since the ways to choose the reference are quite different for ChenNester-Tung and Brown-York quasi-local energies. The former comes from the analytic approach while the latter is via the isometric embedding.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the positivity and hoop properties for both Chen-Nester-Tung and Brown-York quasi-local energies in spherical symmetry. These two energies are from different approaches of taking references but coincide with each other if we take the unit vector field N = e ⊥ = 1 N ∂ ∂t . which is orthogonal to the constant 'time' hypersurface.
Let {e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } be the orthonormal frame of the metric (6) . Working in the spherical symmetry, there is no contribution in the angular direction. For general N = N 0 e 0 + N 1 e 1 , one yields
This may give an energy value either larger than or smaller than the Brown-York.
If 3) ) ≥ 0 implies that E CNT (Σ, N) ≥ 0. The positivity follows directly from Shi-Tam's result [11] . If E CNT (Σ, N) < E BY (Σ), then it satisfies the hoop property [8] .
Recently, Chen-Liu-Nester-Sun proposed a new 'best matched' reference approach to determine the preferred quasi-local boundary term [12] . It is required that the 4-metric be matching on the desired 2-surface and they extremize the associated quasi-local energy. In spherical symmetry, the 'best matched' reference metric is
with T = N (t 0 , r 0 )t, R = Φ(t 0 , r 0 )r. For energy, the vector field should be the Killing field of the reference. This is the same as e ⊥ for the surface Σ = {t = t 0 , r = r 0 }. Their 'best matched' reference will give results equivalent to the Brown-York, and thus these results share the Shi-Tam positivity and hoop properties.
